
 
 

 

Beyond Monopoly! 
Annual General 
Meeting 25th April 2019 

Date: 25/04/19 

Time: 19:00 

Location: 
Bar Convent,  

York 

Facilitator: Jim Marshall Minute taker: Jim Marshall 

Attendees: 
Michael Baines, Kirsty Brunton, Judith Elliott, David Foley, Jim Marshall, John McCullough, Paul 
Oakley, Paul Rhodes, Mark Stockton-Pitt, Vicky Taylor, Nathaniel Young 

Apologies: Ocean Melchizedek 

Purpose: Beyond Monopoly Annual General Meeting 

 

AGENDA 
No: Item: Owner: 
1.  Session Admin Jim Marshall 

2.  Treasurer’s Update Judith Elliott 

3.  Social Media Update Vicky Taylor 

4.  Games Officer Update Mark Stockton-Pitt 

5.  Events Officer Update John McCullough 

6.  Games Buying All 

7.  Committee Roles All 

8.  Any other business All 
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ACTIONS FROM THIS MEETING 

No: Description: Owner: Deadline: 

1. Ensure ‘review previous actions’ is a regular agenda item Jim Marshall Ongoing 

2. Share the list of games disposed of at Airecon Mark Stockton-Pitt 10/05/2019 

3. Book Bar Convent for the remainder of 2019 Kirsty Brunton, 
Michael Baines, 
Jim Marshall 

Done 
(apart from 
December 
– see 
notes 
below) 

4. Purchase Azul and Terraforming Mars from Travelling Man John McCullough, 
Paul Rhodes 

17/05/2019 

5. Re-launch the BGG list of proposed purchases under the bmyork 
account 

 

Vicky Taylor 17/05/2019 

6. Update the Doodle poll tool on organiser availability to open / close 
sessions 

All organisers Ongoing 

7. Get a cupboard key cut for Paul Rhodes Mark Stockton-Pitt 17/05/2019 

8. Delete the old list of email accounts Vicky Taylor 17/05/2019 

9. Handover Treasurer responsibilities from Judith to Ocean Judith Elliott, Jim 
Marshall, Ocean 
Melchizedek 

31/05/2019 
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MEETING MINUTES 
 

Item:  Session Admin Owner: Jim Marshall 

Discussion: 

We agreed that we will offer reduced admission for half-days on Saturday (rather than just for 
members arriving after 5). 

 
 

 

Item:  Treasurer’s Update Owner: Judith Elliott 

Discussion: 

Judith noted that our bank balance has increased by approximately £600 since her last report. 
The trend is that we lose a slightl amount of money Friday sessions, but this is covered by 
Saturday sessions. 

 

Judith has been in touch with the HSBC Safeguarding Team and is dealing with their recent 
query regarding updating their club records. 

 

John asked for an update on the previous actions around how we pay the Bar Convent and track 
records of attendees by session. 

Judith noted that our bank account will support standing orders and that the Bar Convent could 
set up a direct debit to collect payments. 

However, Michael noted that the Bar Convent are happy to accept cheques, and Jim noted that 
direct debit and standing orders work best for fixed, regular payments, which (due to the 
vagaries of our and the Convent’s calendars) does not apply to our situation. 

Jim proposed that we continue to pay by cheque, which was approved. 

We agreed that the current paper logs will suffice as a record of meeting attendance. 

 

On the general point, Jim noted that he will add review previous action as an agenda item on 
future AGMs. 

 
 

Item:  Social Media Update Owner: Vicky Taylor 

Discussion: 

Vicky had no specific update. 

 

Michael noted that the Google Calendar has been out of date on occasions (Nate noted this may 
have been caused by vagaries on Google’s calendar) but is accurate now regarding the basic 
Saturdays and Fridays schedule. 

 

Mark noted that the WhatsApp group is up and running. It is proving useful for arranging specific 
games at BM! sessions and ad-hoc sessions at alternative venues, but we agreed that this will 
not replace the blog for notifications of events. 

 

Paul Oakley suggested that if we post anything on BoardGameGeek (BGG) we should use the 
bmyork account, which we agreed. 

 
 

 

 

Item:  Games Officer Update Owner: Mark Stockton-Pitt 
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Discussion: 

Mark noted that he disposed of two bags of games at Airecon and bought the club a copy of 
Quacks of Quedlinburg with the proceeds. 

Mark will share the list of games disposed of. 

 
 

 

Item:  Events Officer Update Owner: John McCullough 

Discussion: 

John noted that his two main responsibilities as Events Officer are: 

● Confirm availability of rooms with Bar Convent and arranging alternative rooms where 
necessary. 

● Arrange one-off events, specifically competitions 

 

John noted that the Bar Convent have not confirmed his requested list of available dates. 

After the AGM, Kirsty, Michael and Jim reviewed the Bar Convent’s booking system and added 
in Beyond Monopoly sessions through to the end of November 2019. (Michael noted that we 
need to allow the Convent to set their Christmas opening times before booking December’s 
sessions). 

We agreed that we should review sessions for December and early 2020 in the early autumn 
pending the Convent agreeing Christmas opening times. 

  

John noted that arranging events can be difficult. The recent 7 Wonders tournament was good 
fun but down on numbers relative to previous tournaments. We recognised the need to promote 
tournaments both online in the regular sessions running up to the tournament. 

 
 
 

Item:  Games Buying Owner: All 

Discussion: 

Previously we agreed that we should suspend games purchases pending the stabilisation of 
session income / expenditure and the disposal of some rarely-played games to free up cupboard 
space. Both conditions have now been met. 

Consequently, we agreed that we will purchase Azul and Terraforming Mars from Travelling 
Man, and re-launch the BGG list of proposed purchases for further acquisitions by the end of 
May. 

Vicky will re-publish the BGG list using our bmyork BGG account. 

 

 

Item:  Committee Roles Owner: All 

Discussion: 

Judith, Mark and John noted their intention to stand down as Treasurer, Games Officer and 
Events Officer respectively. 

New officeholders were proposed and agreed as follows 

● Treasurer – Ocean was proposed and approved. (NB while not at the AGM, he had 
indicated his willingness to John and Jim by email prior the meeting). Ocean, Jim and 
Judith to get together to arrange a handover. 

● Games Officer – role will include maintaining an inventory of games. Paul Rhodes and 
John McCullough will share this role. 

● Events Officer – Kirsty Brunton. 
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The meeting expressed it thanks for the work done by our officeholders, both those stepping 
down and those currently in role. 

 

 

Item:  Any Other Business Owner: All 

Discussion: 

York Gaming 

Mark noted that York ‘Geeks and Gamers’ meet Wednesday evenings at Travelling Man and last 
Saturday at Waggon and Horses. Jim recommended we will use WhatsApp to arrange a visit. 

 

Convent Car Park Access 

Michael noted that: 

● The previous restriction limiting car park usage to people involved in All Saints School 
activities has been lifted. Consequently, our members can use the car park, although the 
school has the final say on any given day (it’s their car park). 

● The Convent kitchen staff open the car park early in the day on Saturdays, while 
someone on the night shift closes it. Bar Convent have a set of keys if a car is locked in. 

● On Friday evening the All Saints school caretaker locks car park, generally before the 
end of the BM! session. 

 

Reminder – we should use the Doodle poll tool. 

 

Mark will get a cupboard key cut for Paul Rhodes. 

 

To satisfy the requirements of GDPR (and for general good practice), Vicky will delete the old list 
of email accounts. 
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